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Zip
He knew zip about running the 

company.

Meaning: nothing

Spud
Do you want rice or spuds for 

dinner?

Meaning: potatoes

Square
My father looks square in his 

jacket.

Meaning: old-fashioned

Steamed up
Don’t get so steamed up over 

the issue.

Meaning: angry

Stink
This whole operation stinks.

Meaning: is repulsive

Straight
I want you to give me 

a straight answer.

Meaning: honest

Sucker
Don’t be a sucker.

Meaning: be deceived

Threads
Those look like 

expensive threads he is wearing.

Meaning: clothes

Sack
When did you hit the sack last 

night?

Meaning: go to bed

Rinky-dink
The circus was really rinky-

dink.

Meaning: inferior
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Riot
The comedy program was a real 

riot.
Meaning: funny

Rocks
Would you like your whiskey on 

the rocks?
Meaning: with ice

Rough time
We have had a rough time this 

winter.
Meaning: hard time

Rug
Is that a rug on his head?

Meaning: wig

Rug rat
My sister has three rug rats.

Meaning: children

Rule
My wife rules the house.

Meaning: dominates

Pop for something
It is my turn to pop for the 

doughnuts.
Meaning: buy

Pro
He is really a pro at his work.

Meaning: professional

Psycho
She is a psycho. 

Meaning: mentally ill

Puke
I feel like I am going to puke.

Meaning: vomit
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Push off
I am going to push off now.

Meaning: leave

Quarterback
Who is going to quarterback the 

meeting?
Meaning: lead

Quick buck
I need to make a quick buck.
Meaning: some easy money

Rack out
I am going to rack out for two 

hours.
Meaning: sleep

Pad
Have you found a pad yet?

Meaning: a place to live

Pain in the neck
My wife’s best friend is a pain in 

the neck.
Meaning: annoying

Party animal
You’re too old to be a party 

animal.
Meaning: love parties

Paw
Get your paws off of my body.

Meaning: hands

Pickled
He gets pickled after only one 

beer.
Meaning: intoxicated

Piece of cake
Working on a computer for me 

is a piece of cake.
Meaning: easy to do
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Pig
He is a pig at parties.

Meaning: eats too much

Pig out
Let’s go to the restaurant and pig 

out.
Meaning: eat a lot or overeat

Plastered
He drinks too much and is 

always plastered on the weekend.

Meaning: intoxicated

Pooped out
He pooped out after we started 

to do the hard work.
Meaning: quit

Pooped out
He pooped out after we started 

to do the hard work.
Meaning: quit

Mush
That is total mush and you know 

it.
Meaning: nonesense

Nark
Watch out for the narks in the 

airport.
Meaning: drug police

Nip
He took a nip out of the bottle.

Meaning: a quick drink Sl

Nuke
Does that attack plane have 

any nukes?
Meaning: nuclear weapons

Nut
I think that he is a nut.
Meaning: crazy person
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Knock
Don’t knock it if you can’t do it 

any better.
Meaning: criticize

Knocked up
My dog gets knocked up once a 

year.
Meaning: pregnant

Laid-back
You need to be more laid-back.

Meaning: calm and relaxed

Lame
That is really a lame excuse.

Meaning: an inadequate

Make waves
Try not to make waves around 

the office.
Meaning: cause trouble

Mean
He plays a mean violin.

Meaning: performs well on

In deep
They are really in deep with each 

other.
Meaning: deeply involved

Jam
I am glad you got yourself out of 

that jam.
Meaning: trouble

Joint
He is good at rolling joints.

Meaning: marijuana cigarettes

Huffy
I will do it soon so please don’t 

get huffy.
Meaning: angry


